1. What is the name of the country that our state, Delaware, is part of?

2. Draw a sketch of the outline of our state, Delaware, to the best of your ability.

3. What are the three counties in Delaware?
   1.
   2.
   3.

4. What is the name of our county?

5. What is the name of the town our school is located in?
6. **What are two geographic regions found in Delaware?**

   a) Farms and Beaches  
   b) Woodlands and Mountains  
   c) Cities and Jungles  
   d) Swamps and Deserts

7. **Label the four main directions on the compass rose.**

   [Diagram of a compass rose]

8. **On a map, a legend is best described as**

   a) a key to what symbols on a map mean  
   b) an image used to show direction  
   c) a box showing states that cannot fit on the map  
   d) a key showing only the capitals of the states

9. **If a map scale reads:**

   1 inch = 5 miles

   **How many miles would 3 inches on the map represent?**

   a) 10 miles  
   b) 20 miles  
   c) 15 miles  
   d) 50 miles

10. **What were the names of the two great Indian cultures of Delaware?**

    a) Apache and Cheyenne
b) Lenni Lenape and Apache  
c) Nanticoke and Cheyenne  
d) Lenni Lenape and Nanticoke

11. Why did both groups of Indians in Delaware settle by the water?
   a) Much of the Indian’s food consisted of fish and shellfish  
b) It was very convenient for traveling to meet and trade with other tribes  
c) Both a) and b)  
d) Neither Indian group settled by the water

12. What was the Indian name for the house-like structures where people slept?
   a) Wampum  
b) Wigwam  
c) Canoe  
d) Apartment

13. What were some of the advantages of the steamboat? (circle all that apply)
   a) It could travel more quickly on water than the sailboat  
b) It was very crowded and expensive  
c) It could travel both with and against the current  
d) It made people seasick

14. What were some of the advantages of the railroad? (circle all that apply)
   a) It could travel more quickly on land than the stagecoach  
b) It was very crowded and expensive  
c) It could carry people all over the state of Delaware  
d) It could help trade goods all over the state of Delaware

15. Draw and label the three different pathways in dance.
16. **Circle the eight basic locomotor movements.**

   Jump          Skip          Kick
   Float         Fly           Slide
   Run           Gallop        Turn
   Bend          Hop           Stretch
   Walk          Throw         Climb
   Crawl         Shake         Leap

17. **In dance, individual shapes are**

   a) Made up of many locomotor movements
   b) Curved designs created only on low levels
   c) The underlying beats of the music
   d) Still designs that your body makes in space

18. **Match each element of force to its description.**

   Energy          Strong / Light
   Weight          Free / Bound
   Flow            Smooth / Sharp